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creAte ANd MANAGe Your  
PLANt coNFIGurAtIoN
A key part of Intergraph® SmartPlant® Enterprise, SmartPlant P&ID is 
an asset-centric, rule-driven engineering solution that can help to 
efficiently create and improve plant configurations. SmartPlant P&ID 
helps you design and configure your plant processes using design 
rules that enforce engineering and customer standards. It allows you 
to configure the plant accurately and make the right decision early 
on in the design cycle, increasing the efficiency of downstream 
design activities such as control system design and piping. SmartPlant 
P&ID plays a key role in design, construction, commissioning, and 
operations, enabling plant owners to better plan for maintenance, 
operational tasks, and expansions or modifications. In addition, the 
SmartPlant P&ID data can be leveraged to plant operation-critical 
systems, such as safety with HAZOP analysis (SmartPlant Process 
Safety), control systems (SmartPlant Instrumentation), and process 
optimization with FALCONEER.

Add VALue AcroSS the eNterPrISe
SmartPlant P&ID offers value for all plant operations teams, such 
as engineering, technical services, research, environment, and 
inspection. It helps improve the value of your existing P&IDs by 
allowing conversion of P&IDs created in AutoCAD, MicroStation, 
and other formats via SmartPlant Import Assistant and technical 
support services to SmartPlant P&ID. Focused on data and derived 
deliverables, SmartPlant P&ID streamlines data entry, identifies and 
resolves inconsistencies, and helps you present your data in the format 
that best meets the needs of your specific task. This is made possible 
by functions such as system editing, engineering data editing, 
automation, the ability to import data from spreadsheets, and the 
display set function, which basically queries the data and presents it 
in a graphical view.

 

StreAMLINe eNGINeerING tASKS throuGhout 
the WorKFLoW
The design rules that are built into SmartPlant P&ID streamline 
engineering tasks throughout the workflow. Automation enables 
application integration and provides the ability to import data from 
other tasks such as equipment data from the mechanical group, 
process data from process engineers, etc. SmartPlant P&ID provides 
workshare capabilities to support multi-office project execution, and 
allows you to compare versions for effective management of change. 
SmartPlant P&ID’s built-in design rules and system editing capabilities 
also allow fast and consistent data entry throughout a complete 
piping system. The rules enable design validation across the project, 
and allow automatic updating of the design when the design basis 
changes, saving a significant amount of design checking time and 
increasing the design quality.

SmartPlant® P&ID

SmartPlant P&ID will identify the inconsistency and propose  
a solution.



BeNeFItS For ePc coMPANIeS
EPC contractors can use SmartPlant P&ID to efficiently deliver a 
high quality design with a competitive edge by streamlining project 
execution. SmartPlant P&ID helps to:

n Facilitate global worksharing for multi-office project execution and  
 concurrent engineering, reducing hours and cost and increasing  
 design quality

n Create, update, and effectively manage P&IDs from project onset  
 to the final handover of data to the plant owner

n Drive substantial savings during front-end engineering design,  
 ensure accurate data and deliverables, and optimize design and  
 review scenarios

n Create consistent design driven by the built-in rules, streamlining  
 the entire data checking process

n Plan construction activities and extract plant views from  
 the database during construction to create work packages for  
 assignment to subcontractors

n Streamline commissioning test package assembly and provide  
 accurate data for reporting

n Shorten the commissioning cycle, speed time to plant startup, 
 and provide as-built P&IDs for operations

n Ensure data consistency across the design – SmartPlant P&ID  
 streamlines the entire data checking process, resulting in  
 substantial time savings

creAte A hIGh-QuALItY PLANt coNFIGurAtIoN
SmartPlant P&ID offers unique capabilities to create the plant 
configuration with all equipment, pipe lines and instruments and to 
create a connectivity and relationship between these assets that will 
help to better verify and use the design throughout the complete 
plant life cycle. SmartPlant P&ID helps you create, access, and 
manage your data. The software focuses on the plant data instead 
of on drafting, with all P&ID information stored in the data model.

BeNeFItS For PLANt oWNerS
SmartPlant P&ID helps O/Os better plan for maintenance, 
expansions, and modifications; manage risk-based inspection 
(RBI) processes; enhance plant safety; and more.

SmartPlant P&ID helps you:

n Use P&ID data in complementary operational and engineering- 
 critical activities such as safety analysis, hydraulic analysis  
 optimization, and process optimizations

n Help to automate HAZOP identifications with SmartPlant Process  
 Safety, reducing the effort and improving the quality of the safety  
 analysis using corporate knowledgebase

n Facilitate better planning for maintenance and plant shutdowns,  
 and manage RBI processes by identifying critical systems 
 and assets

n Help with maintenance planning and in identifying critical  
 dependence of systems through the connectivity model

n Meet regulatory agency demands and prove compliance with  
 governmental regulations, such as OSHA, EPA, and FDA

n Support the as-built project, allowing users to execute  
 projects in running plants, keep new and existing situations  
 separate, and consolidate them after project execution

n Find first block valves to safely exchange assets using the  
 connectivity and relationships in SmartPlant P&ID

n Use display sets to create deliverables to execute specific tasks  
 such as maintenance, inspection, etc.

n Make data available via SmartPlant Explorer in an easy-to-use,  
 safe environment

n Enable process and controls optimization via the interface  
 with FALCONEER

n Conduct “what if” production scenarios to assess  
 project capabilities

Intergraph Corporation is the leading global provider of spatial 
information management (SIM) software. Security organizations, 
businesses and governments in more than 60 countries rely on the 
company’s spatial technology and services to make better and faster 
operational decisions. Intergraph’s customers organize vast amounts 
of complex data into understandable visual representations, creating 
intelligent maps, managing assets, building and operating better 

plants and ships, and protecting critical infrastructure and millions of 
people around the world. 

For more information, visit www.intergraph.com.
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